The user agreement is provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) under the terms of Section I.C. ("User Agreement") of its Membership Agreement, as a condition of accepting the database described herein.

In the remainder of this document, the term User refers to ______________________________, and the term User's research group refers to ______________________________.

This letter describes the terms of an agreement between User and the LDC, in which User will receive material, as specified below, from LDC, derived in part from the Association for Computational Linguistics's Data Collection Initiative (ACL/DCI).

The ACL/DCI is an activity which collects machine readable text for the purpose of scientific and humanistic research, and distributes it at cost and without royalties.

Under this agreement, User will receive a CD-ROM disk, known as the BLLIP 1987-89 WSJ Corpus Release 1, containing text as specified below. User agrees to use the material received under this agreement only for research purposes. User further agrees not to re-distribute the material to others outside of User's research group.

User acknowledges that some of the material, as specified below, is subject to copyright restrictions, and that violations of such restrictions may result in legal liability. User agrees to refrain from violating the copyright restrictions, and to notify all associates who access the material of the copyright restrictions.

The material contained on BLLIP 1987-89 WSJ Corpus Release 1 is (c) 1987,1988, 1989 Dow Jones Inc.

User shall send a signed copy of this agreement by facsimile to LDC, fax number (+1) 215 573-2175. Alternately, User shall email an electronic version of the signed agreement to LDC at ldc@ldc.upenn.edu

For: ______________________________
Signature: _______________ _______________ _______________
Date: ______________
Name: _______________ _______________
Title: ______________